Greater Downtown Active Transportation Plan
Virtual Community Workshop Compilation of Feedback
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Compilation of Feedback
Introduction
In 2017, the City of Stockton received grant funding to
develop a Greater Downtown Active Transportation Plan. As
Downtown continues to grow, it is important to provide
residents and the community with transportation options
other than driving. The Active Transportation Plan will
identify and recommend bicycle and pedestrian
improvement projects for future implementation in the City
of Stockton’s Greater Downtown.
Upon completion of the Plan, the City of Stockton will be
well-positioned to seek funding to implement the
recommended bicycle and pedestrian improvement
projects. The projects to be identified in the Active
Transportation Plan will contribute to a more livable,
bikeable and walkable community. Outcomes of these
projects include:







A safe, friendly environment for pedestrians,
bicyclists, and transit riders
Ability to move more people of all ages in the existing
road space
Enhanced health
Improved air quality
Revitalization of Stockton’s core and local economy
Enhanced livability, equity, and accessibility
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Virtual Community Workshop Report
From November 28 to December 19, 2018, the project team held a threeweek online virtual community workshop to obtain input from community
members regarding their experiences walking and / or biking in downtown
Stockton, and to introduce them to the Greater Downtown Active
Transportation Plan. This report provides compilation of all the responses
received throughout the three-week period.
Virtual Community Workshop Results
The City of Stockton received 168 submissions from November 28 through
December 19. The virtual workshop included twelve questions focused on the
following topics:







Pedestrians crossing the street in Downtown Stockton.

Where community members walk/bike in downtown Stockton?
Why community members walk/bike in downtown Stockton?
Barriers to walking/biking that are present in downtown Stockton.
Types of facilities community members would like to see more of in
downtown Stockton to improve walking and biking conditions
Where community members face challenges while walking and/or
biking in downtown Stockton
Why it is difficult or uncomfortable to walk and/or bike in downtown

The following is a summary of the input received in the virtual community
workshop.
A bicyclist crossing the street in Downtown Stockton.
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1. Where do you walk in Greater Downtown Stockton? Select all that apply.

“Other” comments
 I work outside of downtown Stockton, near the airport. I only frequent downtown on occasion to go to a particular
meeting or event.
 I walk from work to meetings and other business.
 I walk to sporting events (hockey and baseball).
 I only walk in the downtown area during working lunch hour on Monday through Friday during the week. Any other time of
the day or night and weekend is unsafe due to homeless and crime issues occurring. The streets are not well lit either, and
it is a big safety concern.
 I walk home.
 I walk to the movies.
 I walk to St. John's Episcopal Church.
 I walk to business meetings.
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2. Why do you choose to walk? Select all that apply.

“Other” comments
 I want to live in an environment where I don't need a car every day.
 I often ride my bike to work and then walk between the buildings my school uses.
 There is limited parking downtown. I don't want to lose my parking space at the SEB garage.
 I walk to and from the parking lots to meetings in downtown.
 Sometimes walking is faster than driving and looking for parking.
 I drive my car downtown, park and then walk to my location.
 I choose to walk because parking downtown is atrocious.
 I want to walk the dog.
 It is easier to walk than to try to find parking.
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3. Which of the following are barriers to walking in Greater Downtown? Select all that apply.

“Other” comments
 There are many cracked and damaged sidewalks that create trip hazards.
 Broken and cracked sidewalks.
 Destinations and safety are barriers to walking downtown.
 There are none. Plenty of sidewalks to use for walking
 Do not drive
 Too many panhandlers and homeless. Disgusting debris left on sidewalks.
 It is sometimes off-putting as a female because every time I walk downtown, I am cat-called and harassed by homeless
men. Once I walked across the street to avoid a man and he followed me and crept up behind me, scaring me. I was so
upset I left and went home. The homeless issue will need to be addressed before you get anyone
living/walking/biking/dining/shopping downtown.
 There aren't enough people walking downtown, especially at night so it can feel unsafe.
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The sidewalks need to be repaired.
I have safety concerns with people that congregate downtown.
I would walk downtown more often if the homeless issue would be addressed and removed. They unfortunately create a
dangerous and undesirable situation whether it's in the day or night. Downtown Stockton has the potential to have a great
walking and biking experience.
Currently, there is not an inviting central place to visit such as a park.
There are lots of homeless people downtown and at times it just feels unsafe.
There are large one-way streets that create a barrier to walking in downtown.
Sometimes I encounter closed gates at Weber Point. It would be nice to walk/bike/run around the waterfront if there was
a bridge to cross over to the other side.
I almost always get hit by a car, bus, etc. when walking downtown. Also, no one likes to share the sidewalk (e.g. groups of
10 people walking side by side or taking over the 'shared space' that is a sidewalk).
Too much time is wasted at busy intersections.
Some barriers to walking in downtown include lack of curb cuts and poor pavement conditions.
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4. Where do you bicycle in Greater Downtown Stockton? Select all that apply.

“Other” comments
 I would like to bike in downtown if it was safer (traffic-wise).
 There are not enough designated bike lanes or other bicyclists for me to feel comfortable riding a bike in downtown.
 I have jury duty.
 I bike in central Stockton.
 I don't live in Stockton, I only work here, but I bike frequently in my hometown of Tracy.
 I bike to dining options.
 I bike to the movies or jury duty.
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5. Why do you choose to bicycle? Select all that apply.

“Other” comments
 I don't have a bike.
 I do not bike because it is unsafe to bike in downtown.
 I don’t ride my bike in downtown.
 It is a lifestyle decision.
 I do not bike because I am afraid I will have my bike stolen.
 I do not bicycle. But if I did, it would be for exercise and for social reasons.
 I bike because it reduces wear on local infrastructure.
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6. Which of the following are barriers to bicycling in Greater Downtown?

“Other” comments
 I don’t bike downtown because my work and other destinations are not bike-friendly.
 Wheelchair users do not feel safe crossing the street because they sit low to the ground and are not always visible. Traffic
conditions are often fast and reckless. We have cameras in the downtown area to capture red light crossers, but as far as I
know they are not operational at this time. Drivers feel they can get away with bad driving. Police presence also does not
ticket unsafe drivers enough in this area.
 I do not bike.
 For safety reasons I only ride my bicycle downtown in a group, never by myself or with one other person. I feel very unsafe
with the traffic volume and speed and how close to cars I am when I ride.
 Buses do not have capacity to carry more than 2 bikes at a time. Sometimes I end up waiting two to three times longer to
board a bus from downtown or otherwise forced to bike out of downtown.
 I don’t bike due to unsafe intersections with unclear bike lanes and turn lanes.
 The traffic light sensor does not detect bicycle weight.
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7. What type of facilities would you like to see more of in Downtown Stockton to improve walking conditions?
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“Other” comments
 Please, no more flashing beacons. Pedestrians abuse it and expect cars to stop on a dime.
 I would love to see a monorail / streetcar / trolley in downtown much like they have in New Orleans. It is so cheap and fast
to ride and would likely bring more people to the downtown area, which would beget more business and more fiscal
viability for the city.
 There needs to be Senior Safety Zone signage in areas with high concentrations of older adults.
 For our busier intersections such as the El Dorado Street and Center Street crossing to the theatre, consider adapting a
mechanism like a railroad crossing to force drivers to pay attention to the flashing lights. You could also encourage a steep
penalty if caught driving too fast in these areas. The culture of speeding past other slower drivers is a real dangerous issue
for our disabled chair users.
 Create a pleasing environment to walk through and walk to, such as landscaping and parks.
 One thing that seems to work well downtown is the pedestrian scattering signalization at the Main and San Joaquin
intersection. The signals downtown are on fixed time and when the signal goes red for all four directions, the pedestrian
walk signals are cycled, and all pedestrians can walk straight or diagonally all at the same time. The big advantage of this is
that vehicular traffic only has to wait for pedestrians at one time in the complete cycle. Even if it is decided to change the
traffic signals to vehicle-activated, I still think there is an advantage to the pedestrian scattering approach. Having a
pedestrian and bicycle-friendly downtown should not end up restricting vehicular traffic, if it is in an area that is still open
to vehicles. Both are important to the success of any plan. The other thing that comes to mind is the "art" in the sidewalks
and pedestrian crossings. For years, it became popular to protrude the sidewalks and curbing, to shorten the distance and
time to cross. This was a good idea, but planners often do not either ask enough questions, or involve a proper cross
section of stakeholders. The curbing design can prohibit the use of vehicular street sweepers for maintenance and can
impact the cost of drainage systems by requiring additional inlets and storm sewer laterals. The brick crossings over the
years practically disappear from the black markings of tires and dripping oil from vehicles onto the bricks. The same
scenario is true for painted crosswalks. The brass figures in the walks are better than some of the sidewalk decorations that
I have seen, but are often only understood by historians or artists. However, if you have a large area, such as a plaza, you
have additional opportunities to use the same concept. You should go to Vallejo and take a look at the downtown plaza at
the southwest quadrant of Santa Ana and Georgia Streets. They implanted in brass letters and figures in an irregular
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pattern of mixed cultural sayings, which crossover many nationalities and religions and philosophies without causing any
politically-based reactions.
There needs to be better, brighter and more frequent lighting downtown.
I would like to see more parklets, art installments and active storefronts on the street and to get rid of the dark-tinted
windows.
I would like separated bike lanes.
Downtown isn't too bad, but the uptown Lincoln Village area is the worst.
Add audible pedestrian countdowns, protected left turn phasing, and leading pedestrian intervals on key corridor like
Weber Avenue.
I would like to see clear markings at the intersections that have 'scramble' phases.
There should be overall traffic calming on busy/wide roads like El Dorado Street and Center Street. Miner Avenue
dangerous to cross because of width.
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8. What type of facilities would you like to see more of in Downtown Stockton to improve bicycling? Select all that apply.
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“Other” comments
 Please extend your survey to other areas of the city. For example, walking along Bear Creek in North Stockton is not
accessible from Davis Road and Thornton Road due to "No Parking" signs as far as the eye can see.
 Drivers won't drive any slower and there will always be fast drivers, so some sort of bike lanes would be nice.
 Any improvements are good.
 I would like to see painted lanes dedicated to buses and bicycles only.
 Class I Bike Path along Mormon Slough. Class I Bike Path over Stockton Channel at I-5 Stockton Channel Viaduct Bridge.
Extend Class I bike path along the waterfront.
 I have strong concern about walking in other areas in north Stockton, such as no place to park near access to trails, such as
at Bear Creek and Davis Road, Bear Creek and Thornton Road.
 I think that increased safety is important.
 Create more continuous routes with downtown destinations in mind, such as the arena and ballpark, courthouse and
theatres.
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For questions 9 through 12, participants were asked to drop a pin on an interactive map to answer the prompt. Participants could place
purple “walking” pins and blue biking pins at locations within the Greater Downtown area, which was outlined in red. After placing a
pin, they were asked if their comment pertained to walking / biking along the street or across the street, as well as why they consider it
difficult or uncomfortable.
The map below shows where participants placed their pins. All comments provided on the map are summarized in the table below.
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Comments about walking
Type
of
travel

Location

Comment

I like the park here.

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

Walk

North
Pilgrim
Street and
East Park
Street

N/A

Walk

North Center There is only one crosswalk for four blocks N/A
Street and
from Harding Way to Acacia Street.
West Rose
Street

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?

Across the street



Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks




Walk

North
Harrison
Street and
West Poplar
Street

This area has broken up sidewalks. Why
are there garbage bins from apartments
being stored on the sidewalks?

Along the street

N/A



Walk

North
Lincoln
Street and
West Rose
Street

It is nice that you made one side of the
street handicapped accessible, but the
other side has huge steps.

Along the street

Across the street
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Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks

Type
of
travel

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Location

North
Monroe
Street and
Vine Street
East Weber
Avenue and
American
Street
North
Pershing
Avenue and
Acacia Street
North Wilson
Way and
East
Fremont
Street
East Weber
Avenue and
North
Stanislaus
Street
West Weber
Avenue and
South
Lincoln
Street

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

This area has lots of raised sidewalks,
which make for trip hazards especially for
seniors.

Along the street

N/A

It would be good to have an open alley
way from this public parking garage to
California Street. It is currently paved, but
is blocked by a gate.
I don't understand with all the new
crosswalk facilities on Pacific Avenue that
there is not one to cross to the
community park on Pershing Way.
The Wilson Way corridor should have
more pedestrian and bike improvements.

N/A

N/A

Comment

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?


Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks

N/A



Sense of personal security

Across the street



Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security


Along the street

N/A




Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security

I feel unsafe walking here.

Along the street

Across the street



Missing or insufficient
crosswalk

Lots of homeless people in this area.

Along the street

Across the street



Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
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Type
of
travel

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Location

West Market
Street and
South
Lincoln
Street
Weber
Square Park

North
Pershing
Avenue and
Rose Street

West
Harding Way
and North
Lincoln
Street

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

I like going to the park in this area.

Along the street

Across the street



Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security

School bus pick up / drop off happen at
this park (mostly on Lincoln Street), which
has one-way high-volume traffic on two
sides. People do not have safe crossings
out of the park, particularly across Oak
Street and Park Street.
This area has high traffic speeds. The wide
street makes it challenging to cross
Pershing Avenue safely, yet people do so
regularly to reach the park, go to events,
or visit the Haggin Museum.

Along the street

Across the street



Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

The intersection across Harding Way is
wide for those that are crossing, but
traffic does not slow down. Children have
been hit here traveling from school. Bulb
outs or other traffic calming measures
would be helpful.

N/A

Comment

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?



N/A

Across the street
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Across the street



Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed

Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

Type
of
travel

Location

Walk

South Center
Street and
East Market
Street

Walk

West Weber
Avenue and
South
Lincoln
Street
North
Hunter
Street and
Acacia Street

Walk

Walk

North
California
Street and
East
Magnolia
Street

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?

The section of rubberized sidewalk
doesn't seem safe. It has too much give
and can cause people to trip. I like the
concept, but I think there are better
alternatives for using recycled materials.
The east sidewalk is always littered with
debris. I've seen everything from needles
to broken bottles to used underwear.

N/A

N/A



N/A

N/A

N/A



Sense of personal security

This area has uneven sidewalks, deep
cracks and I have to deviate around plants
on the property. This presents an ADA
challenge as well for wheelchairs.

Along the street

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
Sense of personal security

Please address unsafe walking conditions N/A
at the intersection of California Street and
Magnolia Street through improvements to
the crosswalk and / or the application of
universal design principles.
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Across the street




Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

Type
of
travel

Walk

Walk

Walk

Location

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?

American
Street and
East
Magnolia
Street
South
Commerce
Street and
West Worth
Street

I would probably walk by a nice park.

N/A

N/A



N/A

It is difficult to walk in this area.

N/A

Across the street



Missing or insufficient
crosswalk

South El
Dorado
Street and
East Miner
Avenue

This intersection is very dangerous for
N/A
wheelchair users. Even with the lit-up
crosswalks, drivers do not slow down.
Also, because a chair user sits lower in
their wheelchair often the drivers moving
at fast speeds cannot see them.
Unfortunately, I think even more
precautions must be taken to address this
concern. A blinking overhead yellow street
light, a barrier that comes down and
allows pedestrians to cross - similar to a
railroad track arm, would be beneficial as
well as operational street cameras.

Across the street



Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security
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Type
of
travel

Walk

Walk

Location

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

West Scotts
Avenue and
South
Lincoln
Street

This area where Employment
Development Department, Department of
Motor Vehicles and the Children's
Museum converges can be dangerous for
walkers or chair users. This is mainly up
and down Lincoln Street as you get closer
to St. Mary's Dining Hall. During
mealtimes many of the homeless
community will walk or use their
wheelchairs on this path often in the
driving lanes to get a hot meal. Wider
sidewalks up and down Lincoln Street
could help or a designated bike lane
possibly.

Along the street

East Miner
Avenue and
Aurora
Street

Walking in any parts of the downtown
area, in general, is very unsafe due to the
homeless issues, crime and unsanitary
conditions of the sidewalks. It is not a very
secure environment whether it is in the
day or night. Until those issues have been
addressed or removed, most people will
not walk, shop or dine in the downtown
area.

Along the street
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N/A

N/A

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?




Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security



Sense of personal security

Type
of
travel

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Location

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?

South
Hunter
Street and
East Main
Street
Aurora
Street and
Worth Street

There is no crosswalk here, yet people
frequently cross here.

N/A

Across the street



Missing or insufficient
crosswalk

It would be great if the homeless problem
was resolved.

Along the street

Across the street



Sense of personal security

East Weber
Avenue and
South Center
Street
West
Harding Way
and North
Commerce
Street

I feel very uncomfortable walking
Along the street
anywhere west of Center Street and south
of the water due to the amount of
homeless people.
You need to improve lighting here and
Along the street
along Harding Way. It is difficult to see
pedestrians and cyclists at night.

Across the street




Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit
Sense of personal security

N/A



N/A

South Center
Street and
East Weber
Avenue

Reduce speeds on Center Street and El
Dorado Street. It is currently very
uncomfortable to walk along and / or
cross these routes as a pedestrian in
greater Downtown Stockton.

Across the street



Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security

Along the street
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Type
of
travel

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Location

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?

East Weber
Avenue and
South
California
Street
North El
Dorado
Street and
East Poplar
Street
East Park
Street and
North
Stanislaus
Street

The sidewalk in this area becomes
crowded and narrow for passing
pedestrians in front of the San Joaquin
Regional Transportation District transfer
station.
If you're walking from downtown north,
there are very few places to rest and
there are no bike lanes.

Along the street

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks

Along the street

N/A



Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit
Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways

Park Street leading to Pittman Elementary
School does not have safe spaces for
bicycles, walkers or drivers during school
times.

Along the street

East Miner
Avenue and
American
Street
North
Pershing
Avenue and
Vernal Way

There are no curb cuts in sidewalks in this
area.



Across the street





Along the street

Across the street




Add a traffic signal or a HAWK signal in
this area.

N/A

Across the street
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Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

Type
of
travel

Walk

Location

San Joaquin
Street and
West Worth
Street

Comment

San Joaquin Street needs better
sidewalks, downtown-style decorative
streetlights, street trees, and a road diet
with Class II bike lanes to promote
connectivity to the San Joaquin Street
Amtrak Station.

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

Along the street

N/A

Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?







Walk

Walk

Walk

South Wilson
Way and
Andersen
Street
South Wilson
Way and
Milton Street

Vine Street
and North
Harrison
Street

Along the street

N/A




North and south entrances to this
Along the street
underpass facility are not bike /
pedestrian friendly nor ADA compliant.
This is tough to manage on a bike and
there is no alternative as there's no
shoulder.
There are large gaps between the height
N/A
of the street and sidewalk, which I think is
called crowning. I have to take a giant step
to get from the street crossing to the
sidewalk.

N/A



The homeless population and tent city
areas make this bridge area dangerous
and unpredictable, especially at night.
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Across the street




Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit
Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security
Sense of personal security

Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security
Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
Missing or insufficient
crosswalk

Type
of
travel

Walk

Walk

Walk

Location

West Weber
Avenue and
South
Lincoln
Street
South Center
Street and
West Weber
Avenue
North Center
Street and
East Oak
Street

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

Walking is my primary mode of
transportation and is good for most areas,
except it is getting worse with the
homeless and crime issues. In the daytime
it is decent, but still not ideal.
This area is a scary and unsafe
environment on the weekends.

Along the street

Across the street

Along the street

Parking near the library is very limited and
I often have to park and walk to get there.
There are a lot of homeless around the
library and the area is not well lit. Cars in
the area of Oak Street to El Dorado Street
and Oak Street and Center Street rarely
seem to notice pedestrians. The entire
area is poorly lit at night and I do not feel
safe visiting the area if it will be getting
dark around the time I am there.

Along the street

Comment
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Why is it difficult or uncomfortable?




Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Sense of personal security

N/A



Sense of personal security

N/A



Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security




Comments about biking
Type of
travel
Bike

Bike

Bike

Location
South
El Dorado
Street and East
Oak Street
South
El Dorado
Street and East
Fremont Street
South Sutter
Street and East
Clay Street

Comment
A new Starbucks was just put in,
but there is no place to park my
bike.
I have to lock my bike to the
railing because the tires are too
big for old bike rack the city has
in this area.
The bike lanes here are
insufficient.

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street
Along the street

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Across the street
N/A

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?



Along the street

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways

Along the street

Across the street



Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit
Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security
Missing or insufficient
crosswalk






Bike

Bike

South Union
Street and East
Market Street
East Oak Street
and North
California
Street

I feel very unsafe biking in this
area.

Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Sense of personal security

N/A

The bike lane on California Street Along the street
disappears at Oak Street and
turns into street parking without
warning.
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Across the street




N/A




Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

Type of
travel
Bike

Bike

Bike

Location
North Madison
Street and East
Magnolia
Street

Yosemite
Street and
Acacia Street
East
Washington
Street and
Airport Way

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

Madison Street could be a great
Along the street
connector into the
neighborhood, but the high
street crown makes it feel like
you're going to fall right off the
road. There are no formal
facilities and there are
challenging crossings for
pedestrians and ADA
accessibility due to street crowns
and the neighborhood does not
feel safe after dark.
Great little strip of neighborhood Along the street
businesses, but no formal end of
trip facilities for bicycles.
There needs to be better
Along the street
connectivity from downtown to
south of the Crosstown Freeway.
The airport is great further north
/ south of here, but the path is
very narrow through this area
with no facilities. Other streets
aren't great either.
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Across the street

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?






Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit
Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways

Across the street



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)



Type of
travel

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Location

Comment

Bike

East Harding
Way and North
San Joaquin
Street

Bike

South
El Dorado
Street and East
Miner Avenue

Bike

North Van
Buren Street
and West Park
Street

Cars don't know how to navigate
the offset signals at San Joaquin
Street and Harding Way, and it
can be unsafe to cross on bike or
foot as a result. Drivers don't
always heed red lights or know
who has right of way.
This is a very heavily used and
unsafe crossing. We had
someone get hit on a bicycle, in
the crosswalk, while traveling
with police escort, with the
lighted beacons on and during a
Bike to Work Day event. Cars
don't want to wait and they
move very fast down El Dorado
Street.
Auto-centric street design has
made downtown Stockton
extremely dangerous for biking
and walking. Biking, walking, and
transit must be prioritized over
driving in order to have a safer,
friendlier, healthier and more
economically vibrant downtown.
You need to lower driving
speeds, build protected bike
lanes, and improve connections
with transit.

Along the street
Along the street

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Across the street
Across the street

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?


Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
 Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

N/A

Across the street



Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

Along the street

N/A



Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit
Sense of personal security
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Type of
travel
Bike

Location

Comment

North Sutter
Street and East
Miner Avenue

Biking is more difficult since
there are no designated bike
lanes. I'd like to see at least one
going on Weber Avenue from
the waterfront to the ACE
station.

Bike

East Harding
Way and North
San Joaquin
Street

Bike

North Lincoln
Street and
West Park
Street

Bike

South Center
Street and East
Sonora Street

San Joaquin Street is best bike
route in and out of downtown,
but lacks the ability to cross
several streets like Harding Way
without getting up on the
narrow sidewalk to reach the
crosswalk button.
Lincoln Street is a better bike
designated route than Baker
Street. There are less stop signs
and easier crossing as you can
see traffic crossing at Park Street
and Oak Street. It's dangerous
trying to cross Park Street and
Oak Street on Baker Street.
There is no safe way to travel to
or from south CA-4 (Center
Street, El Dorado Street, Airport
Way, Wilson Way, etc.).

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street
Along the street

Across the street
N/A

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?


Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways

Along the street

Across the street



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways

Along the street

Across the street



N/A

Along the street

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security
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Type of
travel

Location

Bike

East Hazelton
Avenue and
California
Street

Bike

Banner Island
Ballpark

Bike

Bike

Bike

Interstate 5
and West
Weber Avenue
South Lincoln
Street and
West Scotts
Avenue
East Channel
Street and
South Sutter
Street

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?

Along the street
Hazleton Avenue does not need Along the street
bike lanes. Lanes are wide
enough to accommodate all
traffic. I would not ride in them
anyway because they would
have debris.
I would like the bike path to be
N/A
complete here, however, the
homeless encampments have
taken over this area.
A bridge to connect the paths for N/A
a loop.

Across the street
N/A



N/A

N/A




Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Sense of personal security

N/A



N/A

This part of the street is uneven Along the street
and there is a lot of broken glass.

N/A



Sense of personal security

Biking to / from downtown may
be a long distance for some folks,
so improving bus transit
accommodations for cyclists may
make it easier / more comfortable
for someone to bike into or from
downtown. For instance, increase
bus capacity to carry more than
two bikes on the front rack and /
or set aside space inside the bus
for bikes to come on board if the
rack is at capacity.

N/A



N/A

N/A
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Type of
travel

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Location

Comment

Bike

West Lafayette
Street and
South Lincoln
Street

We live in Weston Ranch. There
are few places to get to beyond
the Crosstown Freeway on the
way to downtown. The most
direct and level route is
dangerous due to the everpresent homeless camps, who
tend to covet nice bicycles.

Bike

North Harrison
Street and
West Fremont
Street
Interstate 5
and West
Weber Avenue

The waterfront bike and
pedestrian path is incomplete
and in poor condition near its
terminus on Harrison Street.
You should work with Caltrans to
include a separate Class I multiuse path across the Stockton
Channel as part of the I-5
Stockton Channel Viaduct
Rehabilitation Project. This
would provide connectivity to
both sides of the channel and be
a transformative project.

Bike

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?

Along the street
Along the street

Across the street
N/A



N/A

N/A




Along the street

Across the street
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Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Sense of personal security

Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Sense of personal security
Missing, narrow or
insufficient sidewalks
Missing or insufficient
crosswalk
Physical comfort: lack of
shade, places to rest or sit
Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security

Type of
travel

Location

Bike

East Weber
Avenue and
South Sutter
Street

Bike

East Lindsay
Street and
North Grant
Street

Bike

East California
Way and North
Harding Street

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street

Across the street

A general lack of bike parking
Along the street
keeps me from using my bike to
visit downtown restaurants /
bars. I typically need to make
sure I can bring my bike inside an
establishment and sometimes
businesses don’t want to
accommodate.
There is no solid east / west
Along the street
route for traversing downtown.
Fremont Street, Miner Avenue
and Weber Street all have high
traffic volumes / speeds and
little bike infrastructure. Smaller
alternative streets are often not
well maintained.
This area goes from a great bike N/A
lane north of Harding Way to
terrible / narrow shoulder south
of Harding Way. It should
redirect the public to San
Joaquin Street to cross Harding
Way at the light and create bike
route along San Joaquin Street
instead of California Street.
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Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?

N/A



N/A

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)



N/A




Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

Type of
travel

Location

Comment

Bike

East Fremont
Street and
North Union
Street

This could be an opportunity to
make parts of Fremont Street a
bicycle only area. You would
need to add a lot such as a
railroad crossing and path to
constitution park, but it could
connect east and west. It would
also create a long bicycle
corridor along Fremont Street
that will maybe eventually
extend the levee bike path from
Cherokee Road to Fremont
Street.

Bike

East Weber
Avenue and
North San
Joaquin Street

This area has a lack of secure
bicycle parking or stalls. There
are many nice shops /
businesses, but you have to park
bikes in odd spots or wherever
you can. If you only have two to
three people riding then placing
bikes inside shops is okay, but if
you wanted to have any larger
group you would be at a loss to
find secure bike facilities.

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?

Along the street
N/A

Across the street
N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways

Along the street

N/A



Sense of personal security
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Type of
travel

Location

Comment

Bike

Banner Island
Ballpark

The arena and the baseball park
are perfect riding distance from
a lot of people, however there is
limited bicycle parking. Last time
I went to an event at the arena, I
had to lock my bike to the fence
out front. They should provide a
closet or a room for bicycle
parking or some decent,
protected bicycle parking
somewhere else. The existing
parking on the backside of the
arena feels very vulnerable.

Bike

South El
Dorado Street
and East Miner
Avenue

My route to work takes me
down Fremont Street, south
onto Center Street and then
west onto Weber Avenue and
down to Lincoln Street. On my
route home, there is no good
way to get from Weber Avenue
to Fremont Street. I find myself
riding on the sidewalk in front of
Weber Point, which I dislike.
Lincoln Street is a good north
/south route through the central
part of town, until El Dorado
Street and Center Street can be
improved with bike lanes.

This comment is about
walking / biking:

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?

Along the street
N/A

Across the street
N/A



Sense of personal security

Along the street

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
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Type of
travel

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Location

Comment

Bike

North Harrison
Street and
West Fremont
Street

Bike

South Lincoln
Street and
West Clay
Street

There is no paint or any signage
for bicycles. The street is pretty
good to ride down and cars are
decent, but a painted line could
go a long way.
This area is the fastest and most
level route to downtown from
Weston Ranch, but it is too
dangerous to ride. From this
point north and from this point
south and along the French
Camp Turnpike, there's no
allowance for cycling and it's not
physically safe.
Park Street and Oak Street could
be great bike routes for most of
the day, however, the pavement
is terrible. Some new pavement
and a share the road or bike
share lane could be a great east /
west route through town.
It would be nice to feel safe
riding a bike on Pacific Avenue /
Stockton Miracle Mile. A
designated bike lane / path
would be helpful.

Bike

Bike

North Madison
Street and
West Park
Street

North Madison
Street and
West Willow
Street

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?

Along the street
Along the street

Across the street
N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways

Along the street

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security




N/A

N/A




Along the street
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N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways

Type of
travel

Location

Comment

This comment is about
walking / biking:

Along the street
Along the street

Bike

South El
Dorado Street
and East Miner
Avenue

North and South (aka Center
Street and El Dorado Street)
have become freeways and are
difficult to cross or ride with
traffic.

Bike

East Harding
Way and North
California
Street

On California Street from
Along the street
Harding Way all the way to
Hazleton Avenue, the bike lane is
poorly marked and sometimes it
disappears. The street is narrow
in some parts, there are
potholes and uneven asphalt.
I would like to see more bike
Along the street
trails, as a comfort and safety
aspect.

Bike

Aurora Street
and Worth
Street
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This comment is about
walking / biking:

Why is it difficult or
uncomfortable?

Across the street
Across the street



Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

N/A



Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)
Sense of personal security




N/A




Missing, narrow or
insufficient bikeways
Traffic conditions (volume,
speed)

Notification
An email notification and reminder email were sent to more than 300 community members to notify them about the virtual
community workshop. Community-based organizations, public agencies, transit operators, and local businesses shared information
regarding the virtual workshop through e-mail notifications, posted fliers, website updates, and social media posts. The following
groups shared information:
 ACE Rail
 Asian Pacific Self-Development and Residential Association (APSARA)
 Catholic Charities Diocese of Stockton
 Community Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired
 Community Partnership for Families
 Downtown Stockton Alliance
 Greater Stockton Chamber of Commerce
 Performance Bicycle
 San Joaquin Bike Coalition
 San Joaquin Council of Governments
 San Joaquin County DIBS
 San Joaquin County Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
 San Joaquin County Public Health Services
 San Joaquin Regional Transportation District
 Sherwood Mall
 Stockton Ports
 Vietnamese Voluntary Foundation, Inc.

APPENDIX



Notification Fliers (English and Spanish)
Social media infographics
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Let’s talk about walking and biking in Downtown Stockton!

Participate in a short virtual workshop!
Share your thoughts on how to improve the ability
to walk and ride your bike in Downtown Stockton.

www.walkbikestockton.com
Share your thoughts from November 28 to
December 19
The City of Stockton is developing a
Greater Downtown Active Transportation
Plan, which will support the walkability
and bikeability of downtown.

?

Contact Heba El-Guindy heba.el-guendy@stocktonca.gov • (209) 937-8237

www.stocktongov.com/walkbikedowntown

İVamos a hablar de caminar y andar en bicicleta en el centro de Stockton!

İParticipar en un breve taller virtual!
Comparte sus pensamientos sobre cómo mejorar la capacidad
de caminar y andar en bicicleta en el centro de Stockton.

www.walkbikestockton.com

Comparte sus pensamientos del 28 de noviembre
al 19 de diciembre.
La ciudad de Stockton está desarrollando
un plan de transporte activo en el centro
de la ciudad que apoyará la accesibilidad
y la movilidad del centro.

?

Contacto Heba El-Guindy heba.el-guendy@stocktonca.gov • (209) 937-8237

www.stocktongov.com/walkbikedowntown

